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Energy Localization for Black HolesEnergy Localization for Black Holes

•• EnergyEnergy--momentum localizationmomentum localization has continued has continued 
to be the subject of interesting works.to be the subject of interesting works.

•• TThis issue has not yielded a his issue has not yielded a satisfactory satisfactory 
solvingsolving..

•• The problem consists in finding The problem consists in finding a generally a generally 
accepted expressionaccepted expression for the energyfor the energy--momentum momentum 
density.density.

•• Important results obtained in energyImportant results obtained in energy--
momentum localization.momentum localization.



The The research work of many scientistresearch work of many scientist has been has been 
focused on this problem. focused on this problem. 

√√ Used definitions:Used definitions:

•• SuperenergySuperenergy tensorstensors;;

•• QuasiQuasi--local mass definitionslocal mass definitions;;

•• PseudotensorialPseudotensorial prescriptionsprescriptions of Einstein, of Einstein, 
LandauLandau--Lifshitz, Lifshitz, PapapetrouPapapetrou, Weinberg , Weinberg 
(ELLPW), Bergmann(ELLPW), Bergmann--Thomson, Thomson, QadirQadir--SharifSharif
and Mand Møøller;ller;

•• TeleTele--parallel gravity theoryparallel gravity theory..



Tools for EnergyTools for Energy--Momentum LocalizationMomentum Localization

•• SuperenergySuperenergy tensorstensors::

•• BelBel––Robinson (BR)Robinson (BR) and and BelBel superenergysuperenergy tensors in tensors in 
1958 and 1959 1958 and 1959 -- 1962, generated from the 1962, generated from the WeylWeyl and and 
Riemann tensors, and Riemann tensors, and BelBel--DebeverDebever--RobinsonRobinson
superenergysuperenergy tensor in 1958.tensor in 1958.

•• SachsSachs superenergysuperenergy tensor in 1960tensor in 1960 Z. Physik 157, 462–
477 (1960)

•• CollinsonCollinson in 1962 in 1962 Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 58, 346–
362 (1962) obtained all four index quadratic in obtained all four index quadratic in 
Riemann and Riemann and divergencedivergence--free tensors in four free tensors in four 
dimensions for any spacedimensions for any space--time.time.



•• PropertiesProperties: : superenergysuperenergy tensors are closely related to tensors are closely related to 
the gravitational energythe gravitational energy--momentum.momentum.

•• UsefulnessUsefulness: : extended to the algebraic classification of extended to the algebraic classification of 
exact solutions to the Einstein equationsexact solutions to the Einstein equations

•• ImprovementsImprovements::

•• BonillaBonilla and and SenovillaSenovilla Gen. Gen. RelRel. . GravGrav. 29, 91 (1997). 29, 91 (1997): : 
performed a decomposition of the performed a decomposition of the BelBel tensor in terms tensor in terms 
of the of the BelBel--Robinson tensor and two other tensors, Robinson tensor and two other tensors, 
called the called the ““pure matterpure matter”” supersuper--energy tensor and the energy tensor and the 
““mattermatter--gravity couplinggravity coupling”” supersuper--energy tensor.energy tensor.

•• BerqvistBerqvist Commun. Math. Phys. 207 467–79: : 
elaborated an expression with 2elaborated an expression with 2--spinor formalism, spinor formalism, 
valid for 4 dimensions which demonstrate (DSEP).valid for 4 dimensions which demonstrate (DSEP).



•• SenovillaSenovilla arXiv:matharXiv:math--ph/0202029ph/0202029 elaborated a elaborated a 
general algebraic construction of general algebraic construction of superenergysuperenergy
tensors from any seed tensor.  This tensors from any seed tensor.  This superenergysuperenergy
tensor is quadratic in the seed tensor and is tensor is quadratic in the seed tensor and is 
characterized by a characterized by a positivitypositivity property that is called property that is called 
the dominant the dominant superenergysuperenergy property (DSEP).property (DSEP).

•• DeserDeser showedshowed Class. Quant. Class. Quant. GravGrav. 20: L213. 20: L213--L215, L215, 
20032003::

√√ In flat space novel conserved symmetric In flat space novel conserved symmetric (BR)(BR)-- like like 
extensions        of matter       are equivalent to the extensions        of matter       are equivalent to the 
true stress tensor.true stress tensor.

√√ In curved RicciIn curved Ricci--flat backgrounds it is possible to flat backgrounds it is possible to 
redefine        redefine        and overcome the nonand overcome the non--commutativitycommutativity of of 
covariant derivatives and preserve conservation.covariant derivatives and preserve conservation.
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•• PozoPozo and and ParaPara arXiv:grarXiv:gr--qc/9911041qc/9911041 and and 
Class.Quant.GravClass.Quant.Grav. 19 (2002) 967. 19 (2002) 967--984984::

√√ PositivityPositivity and conservation of and conservation of superenergysuperenergy tensors, tensors, 
dominant property (DP) for any dimensions and the dominant property (DP) for any dimensions and the 
divergencedivergence--free property.free property.

√√ Alternative formulation for Alternative formulation for superenergysuperenergy tensor using tensor using 
real Clifford algebra that allows to obtain proof of real Clifford algebra that allows to obtain proof of 
(DSEP) valid for any dimensions.(DSEP) valid for any dimensions.

•• BalfagBalfagóónn and and JaJaéénn Class.Quant.GravClass.Quant.Grav. 17 (2000) 2491. 17 (2000) 2491--
2498 and2498 and http://http://baldufa.upc.es/xjaen/ttcbaldufa.upc.es/xjaen/ttc: studied the : studied the 
four index divergence free quadratic in Riemann four index divergence free quadratic in Riemann 
tensor polynomials in GR using computational tensor polynomials in GR using computational 
algorithms developed in algorithms developed in MathematicaMathematica package called package called 
Tools of Tensor CalculusTools of Tensor Calculus ((TTCTTC).).



•• QuasiQuasi--local mass definitionslocal mass definitions: any coordinate : any coordinate 
systemsystem

•• BrownBrown and and YorkYork,, Phys. Rev. D47, 1407, 1993Phys. Rev. D47, 1407, 1993

•• Hayward,Hayward, Phys. Rev. D49, 831, 1994Phys. Rev. D49, 831, 1994

•• HawkingHawking in in 19681968 proposed a quasiproposed a quasi--local energy inside local energy inside 
a a spacelikespacelike closed 2closed 2--surface that vanishes when the 2surface that vanishes when the 2--
surface shrinks to a point and it agrees with the surface shrinks to a point and it agrees with the 
asymptotic definition of total energy when the 2asymptotic definition of total energy when the 2--
surface becomes very large.surface becomes very large.

•• There is a connection between the There is a connection between the Hawking quasiHawking quasi--
local energylocal energy and the and the BelBel––Robinson tensorRobinson tensor, for small , for small 
spheres it results the relation between spheres it results the relation between the the BelBel––
Robinson tensorRobinson tensor and and gravitational energygravitational energy..



•• BerqvistBerqvist::

√√ QuasilocalQuasilocal mass definitions yield different results.mass definitions yield different results.

√√ Examples: ReissnerExamples: Reissner--NordstrNordströöm and m and Kerr spaceKerr space--times.times.

•• PenrosePenrose,, Proc. R. Soc. London, A 381, 53 (1982); K.P. 
Tod, Proc. R. Soc. London, A 388, 457 (1983)::

√√ Expression for quasiExpression for quasi--local mass evaluated by local mass evaluated by TodTod for for 
ReissnerReissner--NordstrNordströöm spacem space--time.time.

√√ Does not give a meaningful result for the Kerr metric.Does not give a meaningful result for the Kerr metric.



•• KomarKomar,, A. Komar, Phys. Rev. 113, 934 (1959)::

√√ Defined the mass for asymptotically Defined the mass for asymptotically MinkovskiMinkovski
solutions of the Einstein equations.solutions of the Einstein equations.

√√ Problem of Problem of positivitypositivity of mass, of mass, MissnerMissner pointed out pointed out 
the inconsistence for some geometries.the inconsistence for some geometries.

√√ Verified for the RN and Kerr spaceVerified for the RN and Kerr space--times.times.

√√ Available for other metrics:Available for other metrics:

-- VaydiaVaydia, , AyAyóónn--BeatoBeato and Garciaand Garcia

√√ Generalization to other theories of gravity:Generalization to other theories of gravity:

-- pure Lovelock gravities of all orderspure Lovelock gravities of all orders
-- general Gaussgeneral Gauss--Bonnet theories Bonnet theories 



•• EnergyEnergy--momentum complexesmomentum complexes

Einstein (E), LandauEinstein (E), Landau--Lifshitz (LL), Lifshitz (LL), PapapetrouPapapetrou (P)(P), , BergmannBergmann--
Thomson (B)Thomson (B), , Weinberg (W)Weinberg (W) and and MMøøller (M)ller (M)

√√ StructureStructure :: -- gravitational fieldgravitational field
-- matter                                       matter                                       
-- nonnon--gravitational fieldsgravitational fields

√√ The differential conservation law The differential conservation law 

√√ Characteristics Characteristics -- weaknessweakness: : pseudotensorialpseudotensorial quantities, quantities, 
coordinate dependent, excepting the coordinate dependent, excepting the MMøøllerller prescription.prescription.

√√ RehabilitationRehabilitation: : ChangChang, , NesterNester andand ChenChen,, Phys. Rev. Let. 83, Phys. Rev. Let. 83, 
1897, 19991897, 1999 showed that the energyshowed that the energy--momentum complexes momentum complexes 
are quasiare quasi--local and meaningfullocal and meaningful. . Different quasiDifferent quasi--local local 
definitions correspond to different boundary conditions.
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•• DeserDeser, , FranklinFranklin,, SeminaraSeminara –– Class. Quantum Class. Quantum GravGrav. 16, 2815, . 16, 2815, 
19991999::

√√ Small regions within matter: the equivalence principle requiresSmall regions within matter: the equivalence principle requires
an energyan energy--momentum expression dominated by the material momentum expression dominated by the material 
energyenergy--momentum tensor.momentum tensor.

√√ The The positivitypositivity of gravitational energy is assured by Taylor of gravitational energy is assured by Taylor 
series expansion in Riemann normal coordinates that is at the series expansion in Riemann normal coordinates that is at the 
second order a positive multiple of the second order a positive multiple of the BelBel--Robinson tensor.Robinson tensor.

•• SoSo, , NesterNester and and ChenChen arXiv:grarXiv:gr--qc/0605150qc/0605150::

√√ Demonstrated that for small vacuum regions the ELLPW, B and Demonstrated that for small vacuum regions the ELLPW, B and 
Goldberg  Goldberg  pseudotensorspseudotensors have the zero order material limit have the zero order material limit 
required by the equivalence principle, but the Mrequired by the equivalence principle, but the Møøller does not have.ller does not have.

√√ None of these None of these pseudotensorspseudotensors is proportional to the is proportional to the BelBel--Robinson Robinson 
tensor.tensor.

√√ ContructedContructed: an independent combination of B, P and W : an independent combination of B, P and W 
pseudotensorspseudotensors and one parameter set of linear combination of and one parameter set of linear combination of 
classical classical pseudotensorspseudotensors with the desired with the desired BelBel--Robinson connection.Robinson connection.



•• Powerful concepts for energyPowerful concepts for energy--momentum localizationmomentum localization::

•• MotivationsMotivations::

√√ Several energySeveral energy--momentum complexes "coincide" for momentum complexes "coincide" for 
any metric of the any metric of the KerrKerr--SchildSchild class.class.

√√ For many geometries the For many geometries the EinsteinEinstein, , LandauLandau--LifshitzLifshitz, , 
PapapetrouPapapetrou, , BergmannBergmann--ThomsonThomson, , WeinbergWeinberg and and 
MMøøllerller prescriptions yield good results.prescriptions yield good results.

√√ For some geometries For some geometries comply fully with the notion of comply fully with the notion of 
quasiquasi--local mass introduced bylocal mass introduced by PenrosePenrose and and 
elaborated byelaborated by TodTod..

√√ Different prescriptions yield the same result for a Different prescriptions yield the same result for a 
given spacegiven space--time in time in Schwarzschild CartesianSchwarzschild Cartesian
coordinates.coordinates.



√√ This is also available in the case of This is also available in the case of 22 and and 33
dimensional spacedimensional space--timestimes

√√ IIn many cases the energyn many cases the energy--momentum complexes yield momentum complexes yield 
the same results as their the same results as their teletele--parallel versions.parallel versions.

√√ LessnerLessner Gen. Rel. Grav. 28, 527 (1996) sustained in sustained in 
his recent paper that the Mhis recent paper that the Møøller definition is a ller definition is a 
powerful concept of energy and momentum in powerful concept of energy and momentum in 
General Relativity.General Relativity.

√√ CooperstockCooperstock Mod. Phys. Mod. Phys. LettLett. A14, 1531, 1999. A14, 1531, 1999 in his in his 
very important hypothesis points out that the energy very important hypothesis points out that the energy 
and momentum are confined to the regions of nonand momentum are confined to the regions of non--
vanishing energyvanishing energy--momentum tensor for the matter momentum tensor for the matter 
and all nonand all non--gravitational fields.gravitational fields.



•• The The pseudotensorial methodpseudotensorial method has been applied tohas been applied to
many black hole solutions:many black hole solutions:

√ Investigations made byInvestigations made by K. S. VirbhadraK. S. Virbhadra and and J. C. J. C. 
ParikhParikh, , followed byfollowed by A. ChamorroA. Chamorro

√ Other investigations performed byOther investigations performed by Radinschi, Radinschi, 
Grammenos, Vagenas, IGrammenos, Vagenas, I--Ching Yang, Sharif, Gad, Ching Yang, Sharif, Gad, 
Rosen, Sen, Sima, Patashnick, Xulu, Rosen, Sen, Sima, Patashnick, Xulu, ChingChing--TzungTzung
YehYeh, Rue, Rue--Ron Hsu, ChinRon Hsu, Chin--RongRong Lee, Lee, WeiWei--FuiFui Lin, Lin, 
HalpernHalpern, , Y.Y.--H. Wei, Matyjasek.  H. Wei, Matyjasek.  

√ Our researchOur research is focused on theis focused on the energyenergy--momentum momentum 
localization applying several energylocalization applying several energy--momentum momentum 
complexescomplexes..



TeleTele--parallel gravity theoryparallel gravity theory

•• AimAim: derive : derive a regularized expression for the a regularized expression for the 
gravitational energygravitational energy--momentummomentum

•• ReformulationReformulation: Einstein: Einstein’’s general relativity can be s general relativity can be 
reformulated in the context of the reformulated in the context of the teleparallelteleparallel
((WeitzenbWeitzenbööckck) geometry.) geometry.

•• Tetrad theory of gravitationTetrad theory of gravitation first proposed byfirst proposed by MMøøller ller --
the defined energythe defined energy--momentum complex can be momentum complex can be 
constructed.constructed.

•• TeleparalelTeleparalel equivalent of general relativity equivalent of general relativity TEGRTEGR --
alternative geometrical framework foralternative geometrical framework for General General 
Relativity.Relativity.



•• Important results obtained in Important results obtained in tteleele--parallel parallel 
gravity theorygravity theory ::

√√ K. Hayashi, T. K. Hayashi, T. ShirafujiShirafuji

√√ E. W. E. W. MielkeMielke

√√ F. W. F. W. HehlHehl

√√ J. D. McCreaJ. D. McCrea

√√ Y. Y. NeNe’’ emaneman

√√ W. W. KopczyKopczyńńskiski

√√ S. C. S. C. UlhoaUlhoa, F. F. , F. F. FariaFaria



√√ V. C. de Andrade, J. V. C. de Andrade, J. G.PereiraG.Pereira

√√ J. W. J. W. MalufMaluf -- J. Math. Phys. 36 (1995) 4242J. Math. Phys. 36 (1995) 4242--42474247 aa
well defined expression for the gravitational energy well defined expression for the gravitational energy 
for asymptotically flat spacefor asymptotically flat space--times.times.

√√ J. W. J. W. MalufMaluf, M. V.O. , M. V.O. VeigaVeiga, J. F. , J. F. dada RochaRocha--NetoNeto
Gen. Gen. RelRel. . GravGrav. 39: 227. 39: 227--240, 2007240, 2007 -- extended the extended the 
expression of the gravitational energyexpression of the gravitational energy--momentum to momentum to 
an arbitrary set of realan arbitrary set of real--valued tetrad fields.valued tetrad fields.

√√ G. L. G. L. NashedNashed et. al. et. al. -- some results are the same with some results are the same with 
their their pseudotensorialpseudotensorial versionsversions

√√ J. M. Nester, L. L. So, T. VargasJ. M. Nester, L. L. So, T. Vargas



•• Important Results Obtained in EnergyImportant Results Obtained in Energy--
Momentum LocalizationMomentum Localization

•• Meaningful and identical results yielded by different toolsMeaningful and identical results yielded by different tools..

•• Studied spaceStudied space--timestimes::

√√ General General nonstaticnonstatic spherically symmetric metric of the spherically symmetric metric of the 
KerrKerr--SchildSchild class class –– same result for energysame result for energy given by given by 
ELLPWELLPW prescriptions and prescriptions and Penrose Penrose quasilocalquasilocal definitiondefinition
(computed by (computed by TodTod) ) –– VirbhadraVirbhadra, PRD 60, 104041, 1999, PRD 60, 104041, 1999

ds2  dT2 − dx 2 − dy2 − dz2 − 1 − A  dT  x dxy dyzdz
r 2

ds2  Ardu2 − 2dudr − r2d2  sin2d2 E  r
2 1 − Ar



√√ Most general Most general nonstaticnonstatic spherically symmetric metric, spherically symmetric metric, 
Schwarzschild CartesianSchwarzschild Cartesian coordinates: coordinates: -- VirbhadraVirbhadra, PRD , PRD 
60, 104041, 199960, 104041, 1999

-- Same results as in the case of the Same results as in the case of the KerrKerr--SchildSchild CartesianCartesian
coordinates obtained coordinates obtained using the using the Einstein prescription Einstein prescription 
((Penrose Penrose quasilocalquasilocal definition definition computed by computed by TodTod) ) ––
Schwarzschild, Schwarzschild, ReissnerReissner--NordstrNordströömm..

-- ELLW prescriptions yield the same result forELLW prescriptions yield the same result for the the 
EinsteinEinstein--Rosen metric which not of theRosen metric which not of the KerrKerr--SchildSchild
class.class.

-- LL, P and W prescriptions yield different results in LL, P and W prescriptions yield different results in 
KerrKerr--SchildSchild CartesianCartesian and and Schwarzschild CartesianSchwarzschild Cartesian
coordinates.

ds2  Br, tdt2 − Ar, tdr2 − 2Fr, tdt dr − Dr, tr2d2  sin2d2

coordinates.



•• Same results and connections obtained in the Same results and connections obtained in the ELLPW and ELLPW and 
MMøøller prescriptionsller prescriptions

√√ Gamma metricGamma metric, the energy is equal to the mass m of the black hole., the energy is equal to the mass m of the black hole.

√√ Schwarzschild solutionSchwarzschild solution –– Einstein and Einstein and MMøøller prescriptions yield the ller prescriptions yield the 
same expression for energy, which same expression for energy, which is equal to the mass m of the is equal to the mass m of the 
black hole.black hole.

√√ Kerr solutionKerr solution -- Einstein and Einstein and MMøøller definitions give E=M.ller definitions give E=M.

√√ Yang and Yang and RadinschiRadinschi, , Chin. J. Phys. 42, 40, 2004Chin. J. Phys. 42, 40, 2004: a general relation : a general relation 
between between ∆∆E=EE=EEE--EEMM=T=T00

00××krkr33, with T, with T00
0 0 energy density and k=1/2 or energy density and k=1/2 or 

k=1. k=1. 

√√ VagenasVagenas, , Mod. Phys. Mod. Phys. LettLett. A21, 1947, 2006. A21, 1947, 2006: a connection between the : a connection between the 
coefficients coefficients of the expression for energy in the of the expression for energy in the E and E and M M 
prescriptions prescriptions ααnn

EE=1/(n+1) =1/(n+1) ααnn
MM..

√√ MatyjasekMatyjasek Mod. Phys. Mod. Phys. LettLett. A23, 591, 2008. A23, 591, 2008 : showed that the Yang : showed that the Yang 
and and RadinschiRadinschi and Vagenas hypotheses can be related to the and Vagenas hypotheses can be related to the 
particular distribution of the source for the sphericallyparticular distribution of the source for the spherically--symmetric symmetric 
and static systems and find the connection and static systems and find the connection ∆∆E=EE=EEE--EEMM==rdErdEEE/dr/dr..



•• Similarity and connections with Similarity and connections with teletele--parallel parallel 
gravity theorygravity theory

√√ General spherically symmetric nonsingular black hole General spherically symmetric nonsingular black hole 
solutionssolutions –– particular case of particular case of DymnikovaDymnikova spacespace--time, the time, the 
same result as obtained by Yang and same result as obtained by Yang and RadinschiRadinschi using the using the 
pseudotensorialpseudotensorial prescriptions prescriptions -- NashedNashed GamalGamal..

√√ Vacuum non singular black hole in tetrad theory of Vacuum non singular black hole in tetrad theory of 
gravitationgravitation –– energy content is different from the energy energy content is different from the energy 
content given by Yang and content given by Yang and RadinschiRadinschi by factor 2 by factor 2 -- NashedNashed
GamalGamal..

√√ Charged axially symmetric solution, energy and angular Charged axially symmetric solution, energy and angular 
momentum in tetrad theory of gravitationmomentum in tetrad theory of gravitation –– good agreement good agreement 
up to O(aup to O(a44) with the results obtained using the ) with the results obtained using the 
pseudotensorialpseudotensorial prescriptions in the cases of the Kerrprescriptions in the cases of the Kerr--
Newman and Newman and BonnorBonnor--VaidyaVaidya metrics metrics -- NashedNashed GamalGamal.  .  



•• Energy Localization for Energy Localization for DilatonicDilatonic Black Holes with a Black Holes with a 
Pure Monopole FieldPure Monopole Field ((I. I. RadinschiRadinschi and Th. and Th. GrammenosGrammenos))

•• Black hole solutions under study and their propertiesBlack hole solutions under study and their properties::

-- exact black hole solution in a model described by gravity, exact black hole solution in a model described by gravity, 
dilatondilaton field and monopole field,field and monopole field,

-- its generalization.its generalization.
E. E. KyriakopoulosKyriakopoulos, Int. J. Mod. Phys. D15, 2223 (2006), Int. J. Mod. Phys. D15, 2223 (2006)

√√ SpaceSpace--times considered are static, spherically symmetric and times considered are static, spherically symmetric and 
asymptotically flatasymptotically flat..

√√ Exact solutions are determined from an action that besides Exact solutions are determined from an action that besides 
gravity contains a gravity contains a dilatondilaton field and a pure (magnetic) field and a pure (magnetic) 
monopole fieldmonopole field..



√√ The action is given byThe action is given by

with R the Ricci scalar,    with R the Ricci scalar,    ΨΨ represents the represents the dilatondilaton
field and       corresponds to a pure monopole field field and       corresponds to a pure monopole field 
described bydescribed by

√√ The solution is established in function of the The solution is established in function of the 
integration constantsintegration constants A, B, A, B, αα and and ΨΨ00

 d4x −g L  d4x −gR− 1
2 ∂∂

 − g1 e  g2 e−FF

 F  Q sin d ∧ d

F

g1  A B
2 Q2 e−0 , g2 

−A−B
2 Q2 e0 , e  e01  

r 



•• The metric:The metric:

•• The generalization of this solution The generalization of this solution →→ a generalized expression a generalized expression 
of the actionof the action

wherewhere

•• The generalized case is obtained

ds2  rArB
rr dt2 − rr

rArB dr2 − rr  d2  sin2d2

 d4x −gL  d4x −gR− 1
2∂∂

− fFF

 f  g1ec c21g2ec− c21

The generalized case is obtained

ds2  rArB
rr

r
r

C

c21 dt2 − rr
rArB

r
r

C

c21 dr2 −

−rr   rr

C

c21 d2  sin2d2



The Møller energy-momentum complex is given by 
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•• MMøøllerller energyenergy--momentum complex for a generalized momentum complex for a generalized 
metric metric –– f(rf(r), f(r)), f(r)--11 and and h(rh(r) metric coefficients) metric coefficients

qload(iri12009);qload(iri12009);

Calculating Calculating dsds for th2009 ... Done. (0.000000 sec).for th2009 ... Done. (0.000000 sec).

grcalc(M(dn,up,upgrcalc(M(dn,up,up)):)):
grdisplay(M(dn,up,upgrdisplay(M(dn,up,up));));



Maple program with the attached GR Tensor platformMaple program with the attached GR Tensor platform

readlib(griireadlib(grii):):
grtensorgrtensor();();
grdef(`M{i^k^lgrdef(`M{i^k^l}:=}:=sqrt(sqrt(--detgdetg)*()*(g{ig{i m,n}m,n}--
g{in,mg{in,m})*})*g{^k^ng{^k^n}*}*g{^l^mg{^l^m}`):}`):
Created definition for Created definition for M(dn,up,upM(dn,up,up))
qload(th2009);qload(th2009);
Calculating Calculating dsds for th2009 ... Done. (0.000000 sec).for th2009 ... Done. (0.000000 sec).

grcalc(M(dn,up,upgrcalc(M(dn,up,up)):)):
grdisplay(M(dn,up,upgrdisplay(M(dn,up,up));));



qload(th42009);qload(th42009);
Calculating Calculating dsds for th42009 ... Done. (0.000000 sec).for th42009 ... Done. (0.000000 sec).

grcalc(M(dn,up,upgrcalc(M(dn,up,up)):)):
grdisplay(M(dn,up,upgrdisplay(M(dn,up,up));));





•• Energy and Momentum Density DistributionsEnergy and Momentum Density Distributions

•• Results for momentumResults for momentum

√√ All the All the momentamomenta are found to be zero in the are found to be zero in the MMøøllerller
prescription.prescription.

•• Results for energy distributionResults for energy distribution

√√ MMøøllerller prescription for the prescription for the dilatonicdilatonic black hole with a pure black hole with a pure 
monopole field monopole field 

 The energy depends on the integration constants A, B and , respectively.

E init  1
2
−B−Ar2−2ABr−AB

rr



√√ MMøøllerller prescription for the generalized metricprescription for the generalized metric

√√ The connection between the expressions for energy The connection between the expressions for energy EEinitinit and and 
EEgengen is is 

√√ The energy distribution depends on the ADM mass, the The energy distribution depends on the ADM mass, the dilatondilaton
field and the monopole charge, in both cases.

Egen  1
2
 c21 −r2 B−r2 A−2 rA B r2−A Bc r2 rB rAA B

rr c21

Egen  E init  1
2

c

c21

r2ABrAB
rr

field and the monopole charge, in both cases.



•• Limit cases and the expressions for energy in each caseLimit cases and the expressions for energy in each case
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•• Conclusions and future workConclusions and future work

•• Used prescriptionUsed prescription:                       :                       

√√ MMøøllerller..

•• ResultsResults::

√√ All the All the momentamomenta vanish.vanish.

√√ For                we obtain the For                we obtain the GarfinkleGarfinkle--HorowitzHorowitz--
StromingerStrominger /Gibbons/Gibbons--Maeda black hole solution.Maeda black hole solution.
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√√ General General dyonicdyonic solution                  with the energy distributionsolution                  with the energy distribution

√√ Special caseSpecial case of the of the dyonicdyonic solution obtained for c=0solution obtained for c=0

√√ Further interpretations are needed for the limit cases.Further interpretations are needed for the limit cases.
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Thank you for your attention!Thank you for your attention!


